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Accountability ?
Question asked = Question answered
by Law Giver Manifest

All Solutions are to be Non profit and Non violent !
1 God holds accountable! Individuals, community, organizations, businesses and Government is to do no less. Custodian Guardian support accountability. Accountability is the foundation of, ‘Justice’!
Accountability applies for acts and behaviors. When something goes
wrong, community rules and regulations are breached, community morals and civility expectations are not met, accountability is applied.
Accountability versus responsibility! A couple enter into a marriage contract. Both are responsible to make the marriage work! A failed marriage
has both parties accountable for their action or inaction that brought
about the failure.
A task may involve a team who are responsible for implementing it.
However one person will be held accountable.
Accountability versus forgiveness! After accountability is established,
forgiveness cancels the consequences of accountability. In judicial terms
a criminal is pardoned. Some evil Anti-God cults. Once a week all the
bad evil people are forgiven. The rest of the week they are bad evil. Next
week they are forgiven (cycle of repeat evil)....
Custodian Guardian oppose forgiveness. Forgiveness is corrupt, Evil!
C.G. support accountability because it is fair and just!
1 God on Judgment day holds every soul accountable! 1 God does not
forgive. Wrongs have consequences!
Why do some people die young ? The life experiences mission of your
Soul may have been completed in an early stage (infancy) of existence.
Whenever a life experiences mission is completed the body is supposed
to die. That is why people die at different ages.
Holding accountable entails finding truth, mandatory rehabilitation,
compensation and apology. Accountable makes a fair just community. A
community custodian guardian call home!
Every person has a 1 God given right to be treated fair and just!
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